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Abstract. The partition function Z(β,λ) = Ύτe~β(T+λv) for a finite quantized system
is investigated. If the interaction V is a relatively bounded operator with respect to the
kinetic energy T with T-bound b<\, Z(β,λ) is shown to be a holomorphic function of
β and λ for

largffl < arc tg " ~ a n d \X\Kb~1.
b\λ\

For b = 0 Z(β,λ) is an entire function of λ and holomorphic in β for Reβ>0.

1. Introduction

The partition function for a canonical ensemble is defined to be
Ύre~βH, where H is the Hamiltonian of the system under consideration.
We are dealing in this work with finite systems only (i.e., a finite number
of particles in a box of finite volume), for which H can be decomposed
into the kinetic energy T and the interaction energy λ V(λ = coupling
constant). In the Schrodinger representation T is given by the 3n-
dimensional Laplace operator T= —Δ3n (n = number of particles) with
suitable boundary conditions to make it self-adjoint; V is usually re-
presented by a set {Fm(x1? ...,xm)} of m-body potentials. In the defini-
tion of the partition function Z(β,λ) = Tre~β(T+λv) we encounter im-
mediately two mathematical problems:

i) find conditions on V under which it is possible to define a semi-
bounded self-adjoint Hamiltonian H=T + λV;

ii) show that Ίre~βH exists for β>0.
If this has been achieved we may further ask, what are the analytical

properties of Z(jS, λ)\
a) is Z(β,λ) an analytic function of λ at Λ = 0, what is the radius

of convergence for the perturbation series?

* On leave of absence from the Max-Planck-Institut fur Physik und Astrophysik,
Miinchen.
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b) is Z(β,λ) analytic in β for β>0 or are there singularities?
All these questions have been answered in Ref. [1] for interactions,

for which V is a bounded operator. It turns out that Z(β,λ) behaves
as nicely as possible in this particular case: it is an analytic function both
in β and λ for Reβ > 0 and all complex λ. Unfortunately, in most appli-
cations one has to do with potentials which give rise to unbounded
operators, as there is the Coulomb potential or the Yukawa potential.
However, though these potentials give rise to unbounded operators these
are small compared to the kinetic energy % even infinitely small in the
sense that for any b > 0 we can find some a > 0 with || Vφ\\ ^ a \\ φ|| + b \\ Tφ\\
for all φ in the domain of T [2]. In this case, it is known that T+ λV
can be uniquely defined as a semi-bounded self-adjoint operator for all
real λ. Furthermore T+λV has a discrete spectrum which is not too
different from that of T. From that we may infer that Z(β,λ) has the
same nice analyticity properties as for bounded operators V. In the
following, we shall aim at proving this. Let us first provide some mathe-
matical tools.

2. Mathematical Preliminary

Let 3f denote a Hubert space, 23 pf) the Banach space of bounded
linear operators on Jf equipped with the usual operator norm ||T||
= sup||Tφ||/||φ||. In addition, we introduce the Banach spaces 93p(Jf)
of operators T e S p f ) with Tr(T*T)p / 2 <oo(p^l) with the norm

= (Tr(T*T)p/2)1/p. They satisfy the remarkable inclusion property

for q ̂  p ^ 1, such that the injection of 33ppf )^© g(Jf) is a continuous
map. Furthermore, the norms | |. | |p have the following properties [2, 3]:

i) \\ATB\\p^\\Λ\\ \\B\\ \\T\\p for
ii) \\TS\\a\\T\\2\\S\\2 for Γ,Se23 2 pf) ;

iii) ITrTI^HTHi for Te&^JP);
iv) IIΓII^IITII^IIΓII^imi! for p^q;
v) T^Γ^OHIΪίll^Hϊill, for p

vi) For 7;Se®(Jf) with Γ = Γ * ^ 0 , S = S*^0, one has, Tr(TS)2r

^Tr{T2qS2q)2r~9 for r^q^O, entire, whenever the right-hand side
exists [4] 1.

From Ref. [2], IV (1.1), we take over the following
Definition. If T is some operator with a domain £%τ, we call V a

T-bounded operator if it is defined on 3)Ύ and we can find a > 0 and

1 I am grateful to Professor W. Thirring for pointing out this inequality to me.
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b > 0, such that

\\Vφ\\^a\\φ\\+b\\Tφ\\ for all φe@τ. (1)

The infimum of all possible fe's for which Eq. (1) is true with some a > 0
is called the T-bound of V.

3. The Analyticity Properties of e~
β(T+λV) and Z(β, λ)

The analyticity properties of the partition function Z(β,λ) may be
inferred from the following

Theorem. Let T be a non-negative self-adjoint operator with
| | (T—z 0 ) " 1 | | 2 r<oo for some z o < 0 and r^O, entire, and Vbe T-bounded
with T-bound £><1, then %(β,λ) = e~βiT+λv) can uniquely be continued
to a holomorphic map of the domain

Gb=Uβ,λ)e£2;\Άτgβ\<arctgv " M ,\Ά<b 1
into ^iffl). Furthermore, Z(β, λ) = Ύr^(β, λ) is holomorphic on the same

00

domain and has the perturbation expansion Z(β, λ)= Σ λnZn(β) with

Bn (2)
. Ve~βiUί~U2)τV... Ve~β{Un~1~Un)τVe~βUnT)

where Bn={{uu...,un)eWι:O<>uίSUOύui^uί_u i = 29 ...,n}.

Corollary. // V has T-bound zero, then the domain of holomorphy of
Z{β,λ)is {Re/?>0}xC.

Remark. It is easily recognized that the kinetic energy operator
T= -A3nin a finite box meets the conditions made above, if we take
z0 < 0 and 2r ^ 3 n.

Proof of the Theorem. 1. %(β,λ) as a map from Gb to 93 p f ) .

Self-adjointness and semi-boundedness of T + λVfor all λ eR follow
from Th.V.4.11 in Ref. [2]. Th.IX.2.6 in Ref. [2] shows that <%(β,λ) is a
holomorphic map from some domain of the form

{|argj8 |<ε}x{μ|<a} to

Closer inspection of the proof of Th. 2.6 shows that this domain is, in
fact, equal to Gb defined above2. The definition of <%(β, λ) for complex

Compare Section 3 of the proof below.
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arguments is, by the way, given by formula IX. 1.50 in Ref. [2]

M)=^τ ί e-'^T + XV-z^dz (3)
rh,λ

We need, however, much more than holomorphy of %(β,λ) as a map
to 95 (2tf\ since the topology of 951(e#) is much finer than that of 95(^f).

2. Φ(j8,0) lies in 9 3 ^ ) for RejS>0.

Let R(z) = (T-z)'1 be the resolvent of T and P(T) its resolvent set,
then we get by

R(z) = R(zo) + (z-zo)R(z)R(zo)

for z,zoeP(T) and by i)

for all zeP(T). (4)

On the other hand, we find

||β-/?Γ|| _ j γ e-ReβT = e-z0Reβjr e-Reβ(T-z0)

by v) and because of

e~x<—^r for

Thus we get We'^^Kao for RejS>0.
3. The resolvent set of T + λ V

For the resolvent Rλ(z) = (T + λV-z)'1 we have the perturbation
expansion

Rλ(z) = R(z)ξ(λVR(z)Y
n = 0

which converges for |λ| ||FΛ(z)|| <1. Eq. (1) gives

for Rez>0

< i
|Imz| |Imz|

-^-+b for Rez<0.
\\
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Fig.l.

From this we conclude that the resolvent set contains the domain (Fig. 1)

a\λ\

Mλ,b =

\z\>

\lmz\>

l-b\λ\

a\λ\

for Rez^O

b\λ\

\-b2\λ\2 ]/ί-b2\λ\2
(Rez)2

a2\λ\2

for Rez>0.

We observe that for fixed λ and b the asymptotic slope of the border
line of the domain Mλfb is equal to

b\λ\

4. %(β, λ) maps Gb into
From Eq. (3) we get

e-zβRλ(z)dz

where Γλh is the path drawn in Fig. 1. The integral is to be understood
as a Bochner integral in 23(j»f).
The integral converges for

Reβ Rez>Imβ Imz for z->oo

on Γλ%b, i.e.,

ImjS
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This gives

^ j " \\Rλ(z)\\2'\dz\
L π rλ,b

I J j - *
2π 2 P ( l_μ | \\VR(z)\\Γι\d

Γλb. This shows that

for {β,λ)eGb.

5. %{β, λ) maps Gb into S J J T ) .

11*^,-1)11! = IIΦG8/2, A)21|! I \\W(β/2,λ)\\2

2 .

It is even true that

Pr(j8,λ)lli ^ 11*03/2*, λ)||!£ for fc^l, entire, since

as we may prove by induction, using vi)

k = 1: see above

k^k + ί: \\W(β/2k,λ)\\2

2l = Tr(**(0/2\λ)*(^/2 k,A)) 2""'

1 Tr[(^(j8/2fc+ S λ) <r*U

Setting k = r,we find

for (β,λ)eGb.
6. Holomorphy of *(/S, A) in β.
For ()8, A) e Gb we estimate

for \β'\->0, since

l/)8'(*0?'; A) - 1)

in © p f ) as we deduce from Section 1 of the proof.

l/)8'(*0?'; A) - 1) * 0 » A A) ̂ ^ 2 -j- *08/2, A) = - (T + A F) %(β/2, A)
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7. Holomorphy oΐ<%{β, λ) in λ.

%(β,λ + λ')-<V(β, λ) =-βλ'\%{β{\ - u\λ + X) V<%(βu, λ) du (5)

0

according to Eq. IX. 2.3 in Ref. [2] the integral converges even in 93t

since for 0 ̂  u ̂  \

u,λ)\\^const.

for β, λ and X fixed, (/?, A + λ') e Gb, analogously for ^ u ̂  1. The con-

stant can be chosen uniformly for \λ'\ ̂  ε as can be inferred from Section 4.

From Eq. (5) we deduce the continuity of <W(β, λ) as a function of λ

in 23 ̂ J f ) . On the other hand, we obtain from Eq. (5)

o
which converges to χ

- β ]<%(β(l - w), λ) VW(βu, λ) du
o

for λ' ̂ 0 in S x (Jf7) in view of the continuity oiΰίί{β, λ) as a function of λ

8. Holomorphy of Tr % (/?, λ).

Tr being a continuous linear functional on S&ffl) [compare iii)] we

find the same analyticity properties for Z(β9 λ) = Ύτ^Uiβ, λ) as we found

for %(β, λ). Iterating Eq. (5) we end up with the perturbation expansion

of Z(β, λ) with the coefficients given by Eq. (2).

This concludes the proof of the theorem. The Corollary is an im-

mediate consequence of it.
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